It’s all about love.
A beginner’s guide to aligning with
the power of routines + rituals in life + biz.
By Denise Dare

Practical Guidance for Inspired
Living from a Peace, Love +
Yoga Mama

I’m Denise Dare, a yoga lifestyle guide on a
mission to inspire powerful world changing
women to chill the fuck out, stay present,
and truly love ourselves, our lives + our biz.
I believe that life doesn’t have to be so
damn hard. I believe that we can be
successful and totally enjoy the journey
without feeling weighed down by our to do
list or losing our shit in overwhelm. I
believe that self lovin’ care can change
everything. I believe in presence +
awareness + practice.
Through writing + teaching,
I support overwhelmed women
to reclaim their power + align with joy…
to make the most of this wild + magical life.

My Inspiration
What’s the point of life if not to enjoy the journey?
I do my best to stay present + playful with myself + my life + my biz…
and when I fuck up or get lost in overwhelm, perfectionism or fear,
I return to my practices, so I can come home to feeling like me. To be love.

“How you start your day is
how you live your day.”
~Louise Hay

The Power of Routine
How establishing daily core routines can make space
for creativity + joy + ease in your life + biz.
{So you don’t let stress kill ya!}

Routine can be
a damn good thing.
•

Let's forget the idea that routine has to be boring.

•

Routine can actually be a reassuring foundation from which to do the
things that scare you, to try new things…to create your dream.

•

Using routine as a framework for implementing the important things
in your life helps you avoid the overwhelm of getting caught up in the
urgent things that come up each day.

•

Our routines + habits are how we design our lives…bringing awareness
to them means empowering ourselves to create the life + biz we desire
{and avoid becoming an overwhelmed burned out entrepreneur!}.

•

Creating routines for your space, your schedule + your self care =
structure + foundation to build a life you adore.

Daily Core Routines
•

Establishing a routine does not prevent us from being
creative, it actually gives us more freedom to do and be
and have whatever we dream + desire.

•

Routine gives us structure for greater self awareness.

•

Prioritizing our own wellbeing by implementing a simple
daily self care routine provides a joyful, easeful way to
start + live each day.

•

Everything begins within…deciding what matters most
to you is the first step to building a daily routine that
keeps you feeling inspired + happy.

Inspired Action Steps
•

Design your daily core routines:
•

Decide how you want to feel + what matters most to you.

•

Brainstorm self lovin’ care practices that help you feel the way you want to feel.
•

•

Ideas: meditating, practicing self massage, walking in nature, taking dance breaks, reading, practicing yoga, visualizing,
journaling, sharing time with friends, snuggling, gazing at the sky, being in nature, playing, writing, giving thanks, relaxing
in a hot bath, anything that cultivates feelings of presence, appreciation, connection and positive energy

•

Choose one or two simple practices that feel inspiring to begin.

•

Now schedule + commit to these for a given time {perhaps a week or two to start}. You decide
what feels best. Hold yourself accountable or find a partner to take this journey with you {it’s
always more fun with a friend!}.

•

Reflect + reassess: How have I been feeling? What shifts have I noticed? Do I want to modify,
add, or delete any practices? How do I want to continue as I move forward? What could make
my life + biz feel even more delightful + easeful {and fun!}?

Next level: Create + practice weekly, monthly, quarterly + annual core routines for
your space, your schedule, and your self care.

The Power of Ritual
How making the ordinary feel sacred
will expand your ability to receive + love + enjoy the journey.
{And prevent you from waking up in 20 years
wondering where the hell your life went!}

Ritual is
not just for religion…
•

Transforming the mundane into ritual comes from making an
ordinary task or experience feel sacred.

•

Sacred, though often related to religion, also means: “highly valued
or important; deserving great respect.” {Thank you to Merriam
Webster for this.}

•

“It’s sacred because you say it is.” ~Danielle LaPorte

•

Choosing to make our life + biz feel valued, important and
respected gives us an opportunity to appreciate what we are sharing
+ creating + doing in this world.

•

And when we recognize the value that we add to the world, we fully
open ourselves to receive energy {aka joy + wellbeing + money}.

Establish Sacred Rituals
•

Creating special rituals out of your ordinary everyday tasks can
infuse your life + biz with a feeling of reverence, connectivity +
flow + presence.

•

Making something a sacred ritual essentially means that we take
our time to be fully present + aware {+ grateful}.

•

Allowing ourselves to choose awareness + joy as we move through
our “responsibilities” will infuse more play + fun + ease into our
lives…and make the journey that much richer + happier.

•

Remember to keep it simple, sister. And to make it yours. This does
not need to be complicated. Simplicity = ease + sustainability.

Inspired Action Steps
•

Create simple sacred rituals to be more present in your life + biz:
•

Choose one activity from your personal life + one from your biz that you’d like to feel more
enjoyable…
•

•

Brainstorm ways to make this activity feel more valuable + worthy of your time.
•

•

Examples: paying bills, grocery shopping, washing clothes, writing copy, sending invoices, managing data, responding to
email, making spreadsheets, organizing paperwork, anything that has felt draining or exhausting

Examples: making the experience more playful, lighting candles, being with friends, taking your time, sipping tea, being in
nature, listening to music you love, beautifying your space, anything to help you feel present and at ease

•

Now, go back to your planner + shift the way you write your schedule + to dos: use beautiful
words to make these activities feel special, sacred and valuable. Let go of any shoulds and
remember that we always have a choice about how we plan, create, and live.

•

Commit to yourself. Align with a fresh perspective. See with new eyes. Practice presence.

•

Feel the bliss of aligning with ease + love in your life + biz.

Next level: Expand your practice + design more rituals. Make your space, your
schedule + your self care feel sacred with more with presence + appreciation + love.

Thank you for being here!
You can totally kick ass
in your life + biz…
and still feel present + at ease.
It just takes practice.
Wishing you joy + so much love
on your journey.
Namaste.

💗

For more love +
inspiration, join us
at denisedare.com.

“Happiness is the meaning
and purpose of life.”
~Aristotle

